This article regards a film as an event and reads social meaning from the text <Train to Busan>. I consider Zombie as a metaphor of the capital that obliterates humanity and proliferates infinitely, and inquire into the responses of the state and the public to it. The state is incompetent and consistent in concealing the disaster and misleading the public about it. The responses of the public vary in different social status. The ruling class acts selfishly in accordance with the skeleton market capitalist (Pariakapitalismus) thinking, while the subjugated class continues with the solidary resistance against the capital and conceives the future. The middle class moves from the former position to the latter one. In this context, <Train to Busan> does not represent only the urgent psychology of the Korean masses pursuing rapid modernization and economic growth after the formation of the national state, but expresses also their potential psychology that they want to escape from the Korean skeleton capitalism.

